1. Introduction

1) Wanfang/Oriprobe is a leading information provider in China, and has been acquiring and serving China information resources on behalf of the Institute of Scientific & Technical Information of China (ISTIC), the Chinese Ministry of Science & Technology (MOST) since 1950s.

Wanfang/Oriprobe focuses on multiple digital resources, such as journals, dissertations, conference proceedings, Chinese company profiles, etc, providing a powerful access to China information.

2) China Online Journals (COJ) uniquely provides 6,052 full-text, online, cover-to-cover display journal titles from China. The Optical Character Recognition (OCR)-based PDF format (Adobe Reader) allows readers to copy and paste article contents.

2. Client System Requirement

Hardware: No special requirements
Software: Internet Explorer 6.0 or above
Acrobat Reader 4.0 or above (Chinese Version or English version) with Asian font packs, which can be downloaded from http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2_allversions.html

3. China Online Journals (COJ)

1) To view the introduction of this database please visit the following address:
And there is a navigation bar to switch between "Introduction", "Browse", and "Advanced Search" in this page.

2) Browse
You can browse the database content on "Browse" page by subject, e.g. Archaeology & History, Philosophy, Religious& Ethnics, Population & Ethnonymics, Regional Studies etc.
China Online Journals (COJ)

Journals of Special Interest

- Journals published by the Chinese Medical University Journals (Business; Management)
- Chinese Medicine
- University Journals (Humanities; Social Sciences)
- Military Science; Aerospace Technology
- University Journal (Science; Technology)
- Chemical/ Chemistry
- English Journals

Subject Catalogue (Browse the journal titles by clicking the following links)

- Agriculture Science
- Arts; Humanities
- Business; Economics
- Fundamental Sciences
- Health; Medicine;
- Law; Politics/Government
- Science; Technology
- Social Sciences

3) Search
- Use Quick Search to have fast access to the database

China Online Journals (COJ)

Input search item:

- Full Text/全文
- Article Title/论文题名
- Author/著者
- Institution/作者单位
- Journal Name/期刊刊名
- Keyword/关键词
- Abstract/摘要

- Use Advanced Search to combine search terms and specific limits.
4. Input Your Search Terms:

✓ Capitalization
Our search engine is NOT case sensitive. All letters, regardless of how you type them, will be understood as lower case. For example, searches for "China", "CHINA" will all return the same results.

✓ Phrase searches
By default, the phrase you inputted will be treated as separated words. For example, the search term "中国" will be the same as searching for the appearance of "中" or "国" or "中国". Sometimes, however, you maybe only interested in the results that include an exact phrase. In this case, simply put quotation marks around your search terms, such as "中国", "Chinese studies". Phrase searches are particularly effective if you're searching for author names or paper titles.

✓ Word variations
For English search terms, word variations are common. You can search for ending-variations by appending a "$" to the word. Make sure there is not a space between the word and the "$". For example, using the search term "chin$" will looks for "china", "chinese" and other words start with "chin".

For more information, please refer to:

http://www.wanfangdata.com/support/site.asp or

email to webmaster@wanfangdata.com.cn.